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The Continuous Discovery and Intelligent

Automation Playbook

Objective 

empowers enterprises at various stages of their 

innovation and transformation journeys with insights, 

methodologies, and practical advice to achieve 

best-in-class outcomes using the continuous 

discovery and intelligent automation approach.
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⚫ Digital-first has become the imperative business model owing to its benefits and role in overcoming the challenges faced by enterprises today

⚫ Digital transformation tops the strategic agenda of key enterprise stakeholders including automation leads, process owners, and CXOs

⚫ Evolving business priorities and challenges enterprise stakeholders face are necessitating the need to drive transformation via innovation 

Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:

⚫ The continuous discovery and intelligent automation approach helps address challenges faced in their digital transformation initiatives by improving 

business process visibility, near real-time insights, proactive actions on process insights, data-driven identification of high RoI improvement 

opportunities, continuous monitoring of business outcomes and effective change management.

⚫ The continuous discovery and intelligent automation involves a mindset change to bring together process intelligence to extract insights and 

automation to take outcome-oriented actions

Importance of continuous discovery 

and intelligent automation

Enterprises can break down their continuous discovery and intelligent automation journey into five distinct steps: understand the current state, create 

a business case for the desired outcome, determine capability target state, identify all determinants and map path, and execute against mapped path
Enterprises’ continuous discovery 

and intelligent automation journey

⚫ Change management, limited process visibility, limited technology awareness, siloed approach, lack of healthy automation pipeline, talent 

shortage, and lack of senior leadership support are some of the challenges enterprises face in scaling digital transformation initiatives

⚫ Some of the best practices are around selecting the best fit enterprise-grade solution, securing executive buy-in, effective change management, 

and leveraging support from process excellence and automation CoE

Accelerating the continuous discovery 

and intelligent automation journey

Enterprises worldwide are embracing digital transformation, with it being the top agenda for different personas such as automation leads, process owners, and CXOs. The key business priorities vary 

across each of these personas. However, each of these personas encounters distinct challenges when striving to achieve their digital transformation goals. To effectively navigate these challenges 

and achieve their objectives, enterprises are turning to a continuous discovery and intelligent automation approach. This playbook describes a step-by-step approach to adopt and scale the use of 

continuous discovery and intelligent automation, tapping into various frameworks, such as the Everest Group Capability Maturity Model (CMM). It also highlights process intelligence market 

characteristics, challenges, and best practices in the continuous discovery and intelligent automation journey, and enterprise case studies.

The need for digital transformation 

via innovation

Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages
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Five steps for a successful continuous discovery and intelligent automation journey Framework to implement continuous discovery and intelligent automation approach

Create a business case for the desired outcome  Selecting best-fit enterprise-grade solution

This study offers six distinct chapters providing a deep dive into enterprises’ continuous 

discovery and intelligent automation journeys; below are four charts to illustrate the depth 

of the report

2 4

Understand the 

current state

Create a business case 

for the desired outcome

Determine the 

capability target state

Identify all determinants 

and map path

Execute against the 

mapped path

⚫ Examine all determinants 

of the execution path, 

including environmental 

ones

⚫ Select the best-fit path 

based on solutions and 

environmental 

determinants

⚫ Based on the outcome 

desired, determine the 

capability level required

⚫ Identify capability 

components that would 

need to be 

created/achieved as part 

of the execution path

⚫ Determine the key factors to 

be considered for creating the 

business case

⚫ Detail the business case for 

the desired outcome

⚫ Refine the target outcome 

state if the business case 

does not stand

⚫ Iterate, if required, and identify 

achievable outcomes

⚫ Execute based on the 

planned path and course 

correct, when applicable

⚫ Identify the potential 

challenges and barriers 

to adoption

⚫ Identify best practice 

frameworks and tools for 

successful execution

⚫ Map out current technology 

capabilities and outcomes

⚫ Understand the different 

technologies enabling 

continuous discovery and 

intelligent automation and 

the possible outcomes 

achievable
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Degree of human judgment, 

expertise, and experience required. 

Additionally, the spread of a process 

across departments or geographies

Process complexity

Measure of the extent to 

which a process is well-

defined and structured

Process awarenessExisting process health

Measure of process health 

based on prior optimization 

or automation exercises 

performed for improvement

Degree of digitized data 

and digital infrastructure 

already in existence

Extent of digitization

Level of fragmentation in 

process intelligence and 

automation technologies

Technology fragmentation

Average cost per transaction and 

volume of transactions

Cost of process

Relative correlation of the process with 

organizational targets, e.g., customer 

experience and top-line growth

Business criticality

Improvement potential
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Key factors to be considered Creating a business case

State 1 State 2 State 3 State 4

None – business as usual ⚫ Identify automation and 

improvement opportunities

⚫ Predict delays in invoices

⚫ Email monitoring and downloads

⚫ Automate steps in provider 

account reconciliation

⚫ Digitize and extract data from 

invoices

⚫ Exception handling
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Example 1: Accounts payable; low scale of initial FTEs

At this scale, investing in 

AI-based automation may 

not be cost-effective on 

an incremental basis

Use cases (additive 

to previous state)

Net business benefit including only 

hard criteria such as FTE reduction

Rules-based automation AI-based automation

ILLUSTRATIVE

Process intelligence

Key factors to be considered Creating a business case Key factors to consider when selecting an enterprise-grade solution

Product

capabilities

Commercial

models

Product training

and support

Ecosystem of 

services partners

Ecosystem of 

technology 

partners

>40%
of enterprises indicated that selecting the best-fit 

enterprise-grade solution is one of the best practices to 

accelerate the continuous discovery and intelligent 

automation journey
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